OPTION
TOM CONNECT

The modem-based communication service TOM Connect enables TOM
to send a message when its time for a bag switch or the machine requires
maintenance. It is perfect for environments where many receptacles are
spread out in a large area like an airport, a mall or a theme park. No more
rounds on routine just to check on the status of the waste bins! Only go see
TOM when it needs attention and alerts you.

TOM CONNECT BENEFITS

More productive use of time for your staff. Only visit TOM when
notified!
Excellent service for the visitors: With timely bag switches, TOM
is always in operation and it contributes to a clean and inviting
environment at all times.
Stay in control: The web portal provides an overview of the
current status of all your units.
TOM SENDS A MESSAGE

TOM communicates by email and is able to send two types of messages to its
caretakers:
1) The bin is almost full and TOM requires a new bag.
2) TOM needs maintenance

FREE ACCESS TO CONNECT WEB PORTAL

When your first TOM is installed, you will be invited to Connect Web Portal, where
you can log in any time to monitor the current status of your fleet of TOM:s. In the
portal you easily add notification recipients for your organization.

CONNECT COMMUNICATION SERVICE

When you order Orwak Connect, you get a modem, a license and can start enjoy
the communication service. A SIM card is already implemented in the modem,
so you do not need to worry about local operator agreements or additional
unanticipated costs. The service will be prolonged, if not actively terminated, on a
yearly basis, so that you can continue to benefit from Orwak Connect.
We reserve the right to make changes to specifications without prior notice.

TOM CONNECT FOR UNITS IN THE FIELD

When you order Connect for a new TOM unit, the
modem will be factory mounted before it is shipped.
However, for existing TOM units you can order the TOM
Connect Retrofit kit for field mounting by a service
technician.

OPTION
BAG TROLLEY
Some types of waste may weigh heavily in the
bag and for faster and easier transportation
of the full bags, we offer you a trolley designed
for the dimensions of TOM.

EFFORTLESS BAG SWITCH

The solid metal trolley is robust but still light and convenient to handle.
The bin is easily attached to the trolley with a pin. When TOM alerts you
that the bin is full, you effortlessly pull out the trolley and the entire bin
with the full bag inside will follow.
Just roll it away from TOM to your waste storage behind the scenes and
replace the bag. Return with the bin, push it in and leave the trolley inside
TOM for the next bag switch.

DIMENSIONS

1160 mm (3’10”)

499 mm (19.69”)

A pin keeps the bin attached to the trolley

We reserve the right to make changes to specifications without prior notice.

OPTION
TRAY HOLDER
Facilitate and speed up waste disposal in
quick service by inviting the customers
to leave their empty food trays on top of
TOM!

DURABLE TRAY HOLDER

This solid metal tray rack in robust design keeps a firm grip on the
machine and offers steady placement for the trays. Suitable for
standard trays with maximum dimensions of 590mm x 566 mm
(23’’x22.28”)!

EASY TO MOUNT AND REMOVE

The tray holder is ready to use. No screws, bolts or other alterations
are required. The rack is easy to place on top of TOM and it is just as
easy to remove again.

No trays are included when ordering the the tray holder.

We reserve the right to make changes to specifications without prior notice.

OPTION
WRAPPING

TO FIT IN OR TO STAND OUT! Profile
TOM to convey your message! Order TOM
wrapped in premium vinyl in any color and
pattern of your choice! It provides a smooth
and resilient surface resistant to moisture
and daily wiping. The wrapping is mounted
professionally on TOM before delivery.
HIGH QUALITY WRAPPING

TOM is wrapped in durable high quality vinyl and it is protected against
moist by an extra layer transparent laminate. The vinyl tightly shapes
itself around the machine and gives it a smooth shining finish. The
wrapping is mounted on TOM by professionals before delivery.

CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR TASTE

Choose the color and pattern of your new TOM and just send us a readyto-print file! On demand, we can also offer you a design proposal, if you do
not have a ready concept yet.

TOM - YOUR POSTER BOARD

IN FOR THE LONG RUN

The wrapping is developed to give a resilient long-lasting finish in
frequented environments and endures daily wet-wiping with common
detergents (must not contain any solvents).
NOTE! If placed outdoors, please protect TOM from UV-radiation. Long-term exposure to
strong sun radiation may cause the colors to fade and the laminate to turn yellow.

We reserve the right to make changes to specifications without prior notice.

Use TOM as an eye-catching poster board! Spread
the word about campaigns or the special offer of
the month! Do you need to change your meassage
often? In that case we recommend that you print it
on an easy-to-remove sticker and apply it direcly on
TOM or on top of a wrapping.

OPTION
TRANSPARENCY KIT
Due to security reasons, some environments present special requirements for
transparency of installed equipment. This is
especially true for waste receptacles, as the
unknown contents poses a potential safety
risk. Meet the customer’s demand with the
transparency kit for TOM!

REVEALS WHAT IS INSIDE

There is no need to open the door and take out the bin to reveal what is
inside. With the transparency kit mounted, just take a quick look at the
clearly visible contents when passing by TOM.
The kit consists of a transparent door and a transparent bin. Both parts
are made of clear, strong and resilient plastic.

The standard bag for TOM is transparent .

We reserve the right to make changes to specifications without prior notice.

